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Development Phase – multiple influencing factors (Country Report for Ireland)
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OUTSIDE the NQF 

• Many professional CPD ‘qualifications’

• Many work-related awards

• Many mico-qualifications provided by companies, organisations, voluntary 
organisations, trade unions, regulatory bodies, some Ministries of 
Government.

Language/terms – disambiguation

1. The term ‘non-formal’ is not generally used. Providers outside of schools, 
state-supported colleges and universities are termed – Community, 
voluntary sector and private providers

2. ‘award’ is used more than ‘qualification’ when speaking about inclusion in  
the NQF

3. The term VET is not generally used....



Table 1: Irish NQF characteristics and variants (broadly)

The purpose of Irish NQF originally was a combination of a

COMMUNICATION & Reforming framework where the relationships across 
qualifications were to be more coherent and where  new ‘technologies’ of 
levels, credits in HE, learning outcomes, qualifications types and titles were 
agreed and expected to be used into the future.

It was less a TRANSFORMATIVE NQF.

Its development was both ‘organic’ and ‘instrumental’,  based on wide 
consultation, borrowing, and ‘apparent’ equity.

Invariably, powerful interests – particularly the university sector –
dominated/s the eventual framework model and its implementation.











Proposed models of inclusion of non-formal qualifications   Report Section 4 

OWNERSHIP

CENTRALITY

PROCEDURES



Qualifications/awards on the Irish NQF are not ‘free’ for use by any 

provider other than those qualifications/awards listed in the Common

Awards System (CAS) at levels 1 to 6. In any case, providers must be 

quality assured as providers and have achieved approval for each 

qualifications/award programme through the validation process and have 

paid the appropriate fees for these services. All approved qualifications/ 

awards on the NQF are coded in relation to the provider which developed 

them. These codes are generally used for applications and monitoring 

purposes. So, it is not possible for a different provider to ‘snatch’ a 

qualification developed by another provider and to replicate it for 

themselves, beyond the specifications standards published by QQI in the 

CAS data-base. Provision of major state-funded qualifications/awards in 

the state at higher education level is monitored by the Higher Education 

Authority (HEA) in relation to supply and demand from learners and the 

labour market. 



In Ireland, Quality & Qualifications Ireland (QQI) is the national agency 

responsible for assuring the quality of qualifications included in NQF.

Under the 2012 Qualifications and Quality (Education and Training) 

Act, QQI had become both an awarding body and a quality assurance 

regulator across the ten levels without a demarcation between further 

education and higher education.

Quality assurance requirements are intended initially for approval of a 

provider’s competence and capacity to meet those requirements. If a 

provider successfully proves that competence and capacity, then the 

provider is free to apply for approval to offer programmes for validation 

leading to qualifications/awards. 





Report Section 5 – Proposed models









Including non-formal qualifications

??

Deliberately difficult procedures?

Control by powerful stakeholders?

Worth-while?



???

Dominance of ECTS and ECVET?    Possibility of other credit systems in NQFs?



PARADIGM SHIFTS?





1. Could you please share your opinion on the proposed 

models of inclusion of non-formal education qualifications 

in the NQF?

2. Could you please indicate ideas, topics, and solutions 

presented during the conference which were the most 

interesting, most inspiring for you?


